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Introduction.
The approximation of a real number by a rational one is an ancient problem encountered in various branches of knowledge, illustrated in astronomy by the theory of calendars and in engineering by the design of cogwheel astronomical clocks. The problem also arose in arithmetic with the discovery of irrational numbers, such as the square root of when is a positive integer that is not an exact square. This finding has given birth to the field of rational -also called Diophantine -approximations of such numbers.
We know today that the set of rational numbers is -by construction -dense in the set of real numbers, so that for any given irrational number , and for an arbitrary small number > 0, there exist infinitely many fractions , where and are integers with ≠ 0, that approximate with the degree of accuracy : | − | < . Among these fractions, best rational approximations of an irrational number, abbreviated here as BRAIN, are the solutions of specific problems of extrema:
Given an irrational number and a positive integer , find the integers ( , ), with 0 < < , minimizing either | − | or | − |.
The corresponding fractions are the best rational approximations of having a denominator smaller in absolute value than a given quantity, known -using the terminology of Khinchin -as best approximations of the first kind (for the minimization of | − |) and of the second kind (for the minimization of | − |).
The first complete solution of these two problems is associated with the works of Wallis, Huygens, Euler and Lagrange and a few others. It relies on the apparatus of continued fractions, itself an offspring of Euclid's algorithm, and provides existence theorems and algorithms for the computation of the approximations.
The present investigation contains: 1) A solution of the problem of best rational approximations using a straightforward approach based on the concept of nearest integer, also yielding existence theorems and algorithms;
2) An improvement of the knowledge gained, through a confrontation with Dirichlet's approximation theorem, leading to other theorems and algorithms;
3) An introduction to the field of continued fractions exploiting the results obtained in 1) and 2).
Nearest integer of an irrational number
-Let be a positive irrational number. The set of natural integers greater than is not empty:
according to the well-ordering principle, here equivalent to a principle of descent, it possesses a least element. This defines the least integer greater than , denoted ⌈ ⌉. The number denoted ⌊ ⌋ = ⌈ ⌉ − 1 is in turn the greatest integer less than . Both symbols have been conceived by Iverson. The two numbers ⌊ ⌋ and ⌈ ⌉ are the only integers such that | − | < 1.
If is a negative irrational number, -is positive. We can write: ⌊− ⌋ <-< ⌈− ⌉, hence: −⌈− ⌉ < < −⌊− ⌋, showing in that case too the existence of a greatest integer less than and a least integer greater than , with ⌊ ⌋ = −⌈− ⌉ and ⌈ ⌉ = −⌊− ⌋. This establishes the existence of such integers for all irrational numbers.
-We define the fractional part { } = − ⌊ ⌋, with 0 < { } < 1. This number measures the distance between and ⌊ ⌋ and the number 1 − { } the distance between and ⌈ ⌉. Of these two numbers, only one is strictly smaller than 1 2 , as their sum is equal to 1 and the equality 1 − { } = { } is ruled out by the irrationality of . Accordingly, of the two numbers ⌊ ⌋ and ⌈ ⌉, only one, called the nearest integer to and denoted here by the more symmetrical symbol [ ] (Gauss square bracket) is such that:
The nearest integer verifies:
⌉.
-The distance between and the nearest integer is written ‖ ‖, with:
Nearest rational of an irrational number, irrationality criteria and representations of irrational numbers
Let be a strictly positive integer. The preceding results can be generalized through the replacement of by the irrational number :
-There are exactly two integers , equal to ⌊ ⌋ and ⌈ ⌉, such that:
For the first integer | − ⌊ ⌋ | = { } and for the second | − ⌈ ⌉| = 1 − { }.
-There is a unique integer = [ ] such that:
This leads to basic irrationality criteria:
Let be a real number. The following statements are equivalent:
(ii) For any strictly positive integer , there are exactly two integers , such that:
(iii) For any strictly positive integer , there is a unique integer such that:
Dividing by the members of the inequalities above further gives:
-There are exactly two integers , such that:
-There is a unique integer such that:
These results lead to further irrationality criteria:
(ii) For any strictly positive integer , there are exactly two integers such that:
In this last inequality, one cannot lower the denominator 2 (say by replacing the factor 2 by (2 − ) or by 1− , with 0 < < 1) without losing the uniqueness of . 
showing that [ ] cannot be a best rational approximation of the second kind of . By contraposition, we conclude that an approximation of an irrational number of the second kind is also an approximation of the first kind.
BRAIN algorithms
These two theorems establish the existence and the uniqueness of best rational approximations of order of an irrational number (of the first or the second kind). Taken in isolation they remain ineffective, pure existence theorems. Yet they can serve for the elaboration of algorithms provided that an adequate approximation of is available through another approach. In such circumstances these theorems possess companion algorithms: 
. The time needed to run the algorithm is proportional to ( ) 2 .
The two algorithms are easily implemented with a standard computer spreadsheet, such as Microsoft Excel, used here for convenience. We have illustrated them with the number , equal to the ratio of the circumference to the diameter of a circle. For the sake of conciseness we omit the proof -due to Lambert and greatly simplified by Niven -of the irrationality of .
Many dedicated algorithms have been described for the computation of approximations of . (Zu Chongzhi's result) are best approximations of the first kind.
In the same manner, the algorithm for ( , 0 ) has been run for the first 1000 integers, with the twenty best results being displayed in table 2. There is a unique fraction minimizing ‖ ‖, 1 ≤ ≤ 1000, as predicted by the theorem. It is equal to . We now identify Let be an irrational number: there exist infinitely rational numbers such that:
The standard proof of this theorem relies on the Schubfachprinzip (literally principle of the drawers, principe des tiroirs in French, box or pigeonhole principle in English), which states that if + 1 objects are put in drawers, at least one drawer will contain at least two objects.
Proof: The pigeonhole principle shows here that one interval, say [ 0 , 0 +1 [ , must contain at least two of the + 1 numbers, say { } and { }. We can suppose without loss of generality > .
We have |{ } − { }| < 1 and since { } = − ⌊ ⌋ and { } = − ⌊ ⌋ we can write: . This proves the existence of at least one rational number , 1 ≤ ≤ for which the inequality
Let us now suppose that there is only a finite number of fractions verifying the inequality above. Denoting = | − |, we call (> 0) the smallest of all . We choose > 1 : we know that there is a rational number such that | − | < 1 ≤ 1 < . The fraction differs from all , in contradiction with the hypothesis that their number is finite. This completes the proof. ). This finding is explained by the two following theorems:
1) A best approximation of the second kind is a best approximation of the third kind.
Proof:
Let be a positive integer and ( , 0 ) = it is also a best approximation of the third kind. This explains why the list above contains all the best approximations of the second kind.
2) A best approximation of the third kind is a best approximation of the first kind.
Let be a positive integer and ( , 0 ) = But this means that the distance between the two fractions and This theorem is actually a well-known result of the theory of continued fractions to which we turn our attention.
An informed presentation of the continued fraction apparatus
A common introduction of the theory of continued fractions starts with a definition of the regular continued fraction algorithm, followed by a sequence of deductions uncovering progressively its properties. The three BRAIN theorems and algorithms can be used to complete this standard introduction as described briefly in this section, which assumes a general knowledge of the basic theory of continued fractions and related issues, and where no attempt is made to prove the conclusions reached mostly empirically.
Representation of an irrational number by a regular continuous fraction:
Let be an irrational number. We write first = 0 + { }, with 0 = ⌊ ⌋, 0 < { } < 1, then We can therefore conjecture the basic approximation theorem:
The sequence of the convergents ( ) ≥1 of an irrational number is equal to the sequence
Two main facts emerge from a comparison of the BRAIN approach with the continued fraction theory:
1) Seemingly disjoint fractions ( ( , )) ≥1 are now connected, being part of an infinite concatenation. An endless continued fraction is a mathematical oxymoron, perhaps best seen in the German name Kettenbruch (literally broken chain). The continued fraction algorithm is a discrete thread guiding us through the labyrinth of the continuum.
2) The efficiency of the continued fraction algorithm is greatly superior to that of the algorithm: the number of operations required to compute This last algorithm appears to speed up the regular continued fraction algorithm, at the expense of the completeness of type II best approximations.
Another conclusion drawn from the BRAIN approach is that in the convergents ( ) ≥1 of an irrational number , the numerator and the denominator are always related through the equation
Applied to Archimedes' approximation of , this gives:
The fraction is obtained directly through the relationship between the numerator and the denominator. In comparison, with the RCF algorithm:
One passes through intermediate stages in the computation of the reduced fraction. In the spirit of a problem of the mathematical Olympiads, this suggests a summary of the present work as a riddle:
The fraction , known as the Golden ratio, towards which the continued fraction presumably converges.
We can take advantage of the BRAIN approach to investigate the best approximations of the Golden ratio. Another conspicuous feature of the list given above is that the numerator of the ℎ approximation becomes the denominator of the ( + 1) ℎ approximation. Taking again into account the fact that every BRAIN is a TRAIN suggests that the list above is associated with the sequence defined recursively by:
1,2, 3,5,8,13,21,34,55,89,144,233,377,610,987,1597… The recursive relation ℱ +1 = [ℱ ] reveals the geometric character of the sequence. This is best seen in the equation:
which is easily derived from the formula ℱ = The regular continued fraction algorithm offers another perspective on the sequence ℱ . Indeed, in the computation the convergents, the following recurrence relation shows up:
The sequence ℱ now appears as a sequence of integers defined by an additive recurrence relation, known as the Fibonacci sequence. The superiority of the RCF algorithm is again patent: -In contrast with the BRAIN approach, which necessitates the independent knowledge of an approximation of the Golden ratio, the RCF algorithm is an "auto-algorithm", where an approximation of the Golden ratio is directly obtained.
-The first 15 best approximations are obtained must faster than with the BRAIN approach.
A merit of the BRAIN approach is that the Fibonacci numbers emerge without any computation of the additive recurrence relation.
We shall end our exploration of the properties of the best approximations of the Golden ratio , and this constant cannot be lowered. As all the partial quotients of the Golden ratio are equal to 1, we can surmise that this number is of all irrational numbers the most badly approximable, and that for an irrational number , there are infinitely many integers such that ‖ ‖ < 
Concluding remarks
There are several possible introductions to the field of Diophantine approximation: one can start with continued fractions; another approach, common is the literature on the geometry of numbers, proceeds from Dirichlet's theorem; yet another possibility is to use Farey sequences.
The present work offers a complementary approach, simpler than that of the continued fraction, as attested by the rudimentary character of the algorithms described here when compared to the ingenuity of the algorithms of Euclid and of the continuous fraction apparatus. Table 6 . Computation of ( , 0 ) for the first 1000 integers (corresponding to a denominator 1 ≤ ≤ 1000) with a spreadsheet made of 3 columns of 1000 cells. 
